
; -,Landmark tracking attitude sequence used in lunar orbit required pitching at -0.3 deg./set. rate to ,maintain land.mark within 
,.dptical subsystem’.s field of view. Pitch rate ,began 46 ‘sec. before passing closest point to Landmark and 91 sec. afterward. 
:. 
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oflo of Qnboard Control 
Precision of guidance, navigation demonstrates feasibility of 
moon flight without need to rely on ground-based aids 

By B. K. Thomas, Jr. __- - 

Houston-Accuracy of the guidance and navigation control system onboard the 
Apollo 8 during its lunar-orbit mission last month demonstrated that astronauts 
can return safely from the moon without the aid of earth-based tracking aids. 

The system also provided lunar landmark tracking data which will play a major 
role in developing the mission profile car landing men on the moon. 

The spacecraft control system dem- 
onstrated accuracies which permitted 
the Apollo 8 astronauts to delete four 
of the seven midcourse corrections 
anticipated during the six-day flight. 

Vehicle state v&or, which defines 
the spacecraft’s estimated positi’on and 
velocity along the traj&ory at any 
time during the mission, showed a close 
corielation on board with the state 
vector data generated by the Natlional 
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s 
manned space flight netu”ork. The net- 
work (see chart) is the primary means 
of controlling Apollo spacecraft. 

Either system can provide position 
.zind . velocity for the spacecraft, 
Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., NASA’s direc- 
tor of flight operations, said at the con- 
elusion of the flight. “In almost every 
comparison we made, there was just a 
high degree of accuracy, which is not 

to be expected the first time you use 
complicated systems like that.” 

The onboard Apollo control system 
was designed by the instrumentation 
laboratory of the Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology. AC Electronics Div. 
of General Motors produced, integrated 
and tested it. The unit has three major 
subsystems: 
n Inertial guidance subsystem, com- 

posed of an inertial measurement unit 
and associated equipment. This subsys- 
tem, produced by AC Electronics, per- 
forms three major functions: (1) it 
measures changes in spacecraft attitude, 
(2) measures spacecraft velocity due to 
thrust and (3) assists in generating steer- 
ing signals. 
n Optical navigation subsystem, pro- 

duced by Kollsman Instrument Co., in- 
cludes a space sextant and a scanning 
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m Command module computer, pro- 
duced by Raytheon Co., provides five 
major functions: (1) it calculates steer- 
ing signals to keep the spacecraft on the 
required trajectory, (2) positions the 
stable ‘member in the inertial measure- 
ment unit to a coordinate system de- 
fined by precise optical measurements, 
(3) positions the optical unit to celestial 
objects, (4) conducts limited malfunc- 
tion isolation of the guidance and con- 
trol system by monitoring the levd and 
rate of system signals and’ (5) supplies 
pertinent spacecraft condition informa- 
tion to the vehicle’s display and control 
panel. Included as papt of the computer 
subsystem is the onboard guidance and 
navigation display -and keyboard 
through which the crew can insert data 
and commands into the computer. 

Onboard navigation procedures em- 
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telescope. The sextant is a 28-power 
optical instrument with a 2-deg. field of 
view. The one-power telescope has a 
60-deg. field of view. Sightings on celes- 
tial bodies and landmarks on the moon 
and on the earth are used by the com- 
puter subsystem to determine the space- 
craft’s position and velocity and to 
align the inertial reference within the 
inertial measurement unit. 



W Radio and Teletype 

.o 
NASCOM Overseas Switching 
Centers (UNIVAC 418~ at 

” Madrid,& Canberra) 

Communications Satellites 

Apollo Unified S-Band Sites 
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. Goddard Space Flight Center 
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(UNIVAC 494s) ./-_ .~ 

Mission Control Center . . 
* (UNIVAC 494s,1108s, : 

642Bs, 1218s”& 418s) ,’ 
--__ Satellite hf&iliC~~~O~S’ ’ _ .. 

- High Speed Data ‘* I 
, 

Apollo communications network includes aircraft, ground stations, ships and use of lntelsat satellites over Atkntic and Pacific. 

ploying the optical subsystem to align 
the inertial measurement unit required 
the .crew to obtain sightings. on three 
reference stars each time alignment of 
the unit was checked. 

Through commands to the onboard 
.computer, generated by the crew with 
the. computer’s display keyboard, the 
optical subsystem was directed at one 
of a series of reference stars whose co- 
ordinates were stored. in the tixed 
memory of the computer. 

sighting on a reference star and the 
horizon of the earth or moon-m de- 

ization and control, service propulsion, 

terminhig the need for midcourse correc- 
reaction control, electrical power, en- 

tion maneuvers during translunar and 
vironmental control and ~telecommuni- . 

transearth coast phases of the mission. 
cations subsystems on the spacecraft. 

Guidance and navigation subsystem 
After tbe spacecraft was inserted on. 

is used in conjunction with the stabil- 
a translunar trajectory at 2 hr. 50 min. 
30 sec. ground elapsed time, modi&- 

When the star was accuratelylocated 
in the sextant of the optical subsystem 
and the operator depressed the mark 
button on the optics control panel, the 
measurement of the angle between the 
line-of-sight to the star and the base 
line .of the ol+cal subsystem was in-. 
serted into the computer. The procedure 
was repeated using each of the other 
two ‘reference stars. 

Alignment of the inertial ‘measure- 
ment unit was then calculated and per- 
formed automatically by the computer 
using the data from the sightings. 

A.similar procedure was employed 
usmg-- the optical subsystem-while .&,.’ ;_j^ 

i : _. 

%&&aft ~ientation for. se&ce pk 

PulsiOn system vsigrade burn ait end of 

)@N,jeVolution placed crew heads down 

fer:.ViWal reference with lunar surface. 
Re%the’~ to locti horizontal orientation,- 
~i$&$:included pitch angle of 
de&$& angle of 

-11.0 

.a* 
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tion to the flight plan ‘was made to ’ 
include a midcourse correction at 11 : 

guidance and navigation system, retro; 
grade thrusting of the service propulsion 

60.4 and 168 taut. mi., respectively, on ___’ 
the ground. 

hr. A 2.4sec. burn of the spacecraft’s system engine occurred on time at 69 Circularization of the spa&ft’s ‘.’ 
service propulsion system at that time, hr. 08 mm. 52 sec. to pl,ace the orbit about the moon, occurring at ,the 
while the Apollo 8 was 52,770 naut. mi. Apollo 8 into lunar orbit. Thrusting start of the third orbit, showed further 
above the earth,- provided B 24-fps. for 4 min. 6.5 sec., the service pro- close agreement between flight and, 
velocity change. p&ion system reduced the spacecraft 

The magnitude of this correction 
ground computations following the ,_ 

velocity by 2,990 fps. from more than burn. The burn was performed while j_ 
enabled the prescribed trajectory to be 7,777 fps., enabling the Apollo 8 to the spacecraft was in a retrograde at- ‘X 
regained following ,an earlier trajectory enter lunar orbit. titude, wit,h the crew heads down to 
ch&rge, which provided additional sepa- 
ration between the spacecraft and the 
spent S-4B third stage of the booster. 

Calculation of the vehicle state vec- 
tor by ground controllers, using data 
derived by the spaceflight network, 
and the crew, with its control system, 
disclosed that the next two midcourse 
corrections were not required. They 
were tentatively planned to have occur- 
red at 27 hr. 30 min. ground elapsed 
time and at 47 hr. 11 min., with a 
l.l-fps. velocity correction for the for- 
mer and a 3.3-fps. velocity correction 
for the latter. 

At this point, determination of the provide visual reference with the lunar 
spacecraft’s pericynthion end apocyn- surface. Retrograde thrusting of the 
thion by the crew compared closely spacecraft’s reaction control system for 
with that of the ground control net- 11 sec. occurred at 73 hr. 35 min. 05 
work. Onboard readings showed a sec., reducing velocity by 135 fps._and 
pericynthion of 60.5 nfaut. mi. and an providing a near-circular orbit. 
apocynthion of 169.1 naut. mi., against Onboard determination of the space- 
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Vector Updates 

These state vector updates were “al- 
most small enough to be at the level 
that you are not sure whether that’s 
the midcourse or the uncertainty [at 
the specified Otimes] of the orbit defini- 
tion,” said Glenn Lunney, Apollo 8 
flight director. 

Based upon the capabilities of the 
ground control network, the thresh- 
old of uncertainty for conducting mid- 
course corrections was 1 fps., according 
to Lunney. 

Next midcourse correction occurred 
at 61 hr. This correction, a retrograde 
thrusting maneuver performed with 
the service module’s reaction control 
system, supplying a 400-l’b. thrust for 
12 sec., provided a 2.2-fps. decrease 
in the velocity of the spacecraft. The 
vehicle weight at the time of the cor- 
rection was estimated to be 62,888 lb. 

Midcourse Correction 

Immediately following the midcourse 
correction, the Apollo 8 was traveling 
4,107 fps. at a distance of 28,676 naut. 
mi. from the moon. Comparison be- 
tween the ground controllers and the 
flight crew showed close agreement in 
predicting the pericynthion of the 
spacecraft. Ground controllers pre- 
dicted it to be 61.5 naut. mi. and com- 
putations by the crew determined it to 
be 63.0 naut. mi. 

Further midcourse corrections to the 
spacecraft’s trajectory were unnecessary 
before the Apollo 8 crew commanded 
firing of the service propulsion system 
to reduce the velocity and place the 
spacecraft into lunar orbit. 

Loss of the signal with the space 
craft, as it sting behind the moon 
Prior to lunar orbit insertion, occurred 
at 68 hr. 58 min. 45 sec. Under com- 
mand of the computer of the onboard 

Crisis-Solving 
Is Our 
Specialty 

The sooner you need it, the better we like it. 

Allied Research Associates works best under pressure. Do you 
need a qualified pod for the F-4C? We just delivered one in 44 
days. A 6 kw transmitter for the Apollo splashdown? 21 days. . 
And we delivered a dry-break aircraft refueling system in 30. 

Do you need hardware yesterday? Just call us. Microwave, 
airborne structures, inertial navigation test systems, hydraulic, 
systems, mechanical or electromechanical systems, electronics. 

We sell speed. And deliver quality. 1 
, 

_ 

Write or call Mr. John V. Rauseo 

Allied Research Associates, Inc. 
Virginia Road / Concord, Massachusetts 01740 / 617-369-9000 
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Apollo 8 orientation for cislunar navigation operations during translunar and transearth coast phases had to meet requirement 
for communications and avoidance of gimbal lock in onboard guidance and navigation system, as well as for optical pointin 
requirements. Pre-mission planning determined that maintaining local horizontal attitude with shaft drive axis of 
system aligned at 57.5 deg. to center of reference body would provide favorable attitude to meet requirements. 

craft’s nericvnthion and anocvnthion 
following thg bum were 60.8 n&t. mi. 
and 62 naut. mi., respectively; ground 
network computed values were 60.5 
and 60.9 naut. mi. 

Prime test objective of the Apollo 8 
mission was to gain data from landmark 

* tracking exercises in lunar orbit for a 
manned landing on Ithe moon. The main 
objectives were: 
n Establish error uncertainties in lunar 

* landing site locations using onboard 
data from sighting on lunar landmarks. 

w Obtain data to calibrate the manned 
space flight network at lunar distance. 
n Determine the sun angle at which 

lunar landmarks can be identified with 
the clarity required for tracking. 
n Determine whether lunar landmark 

tracking can be accomplished on the 
portion of the lunar surface illuminated 
by the earth. 

mEvaluate the adequacy of the 
guidance and optical subsystems of the 
spacecraft’s onboard guidance and 
navigation control system for obtaining 
landmark sightings. 

mVerify the ability of Apollo crews 
in lunar orbit to coordinate sightings 
and vehicle maneuvers as required for 
landmark tracking. ’ 

= Determine reaction control system 
propellant requirements and the times 
needed to accomplish landmark sight- 
ing exercises. 

Apollo 8 crewmen obtained a mass 
of data to determine in the weeks ahead 
how well they achieved their objective. 

,According to their remarks while con- 
ducting the tracking exercises, they left 

i’ little doubt they were successful. 
.._“I used the auto optics for control 

.points 1 and 2 on the back side and they 
,, worked beautifully,” Capt. James A. 
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Lovell, Jr., said while describing some 
of the landmark tracking exercises he 
performed behind the moon while using 
the optical subsystem. 

. “Frank [spacecraft commander Col. 
Frank Barman] pulled the target for me 
and I went to the control point 3 as 
designated in our orbital control book, 
just using the latitude and longitude 
given to me, and used auto optics to 
track that coordinate system, but it was 
very close to the actual tracking spot,” 
Love11 said. 

The data cvbtained during the land- 
mark tracking exercises may provide 
information to the variation in the 
spacecraft’s pericynthion and apocyn- 
thion due to mass concentrations in the 
lunar surface. 

Information obtained from the Lunar 
Orbiter mission has determined varia- 
tions in the orbit of those spacecraft 
circling the moon which are believed to 
vary the altitude of the orbit. Data from 
the Apollo 8 flight confirmed the exist- 
ence of these perturbations. Further 
analysis is necessary to ascertain 
whether it is of enough magnitude to 
adversely affect the control of orbiting 
Apollo spacecraft by the earth-based 
manned space flight network. 

Because the primary mode of space- 
craft navigation while in lunar orbit is 
performed by the network, definitive 
information is required on orbital varia- 
tions so that the network data, provid- 
ing vehicle state vector update, is 
accurate. 

During the tracking exercises, data 
from the ground network compared 
well with the guidance and navigation 
computer on the spacecraft, mission 
controllers reported. At times variation 
in velocity readouts between the two 

was as little as 1 fps. However, ad 
tional analysis, to be performed wi 
the, data obtained from the Apollo 
flight, is expected to 
quately the effects, 
concentrations may 
network supplies the spacecraft.. 

To help resolve t 
method to be employed in p 
analysis will be to compute the 
updates of the lunar landmarks and 
compare the positions derived from 
Lunar Orbiter data. Postflight analysis 
also will include comparing landmarks 
in photographs which were taken from 
the Apollo 8 spacecraft against known 
lunar features and navigational sighting 
data. 

PostSight analysis will seek to de- 
termine instrument accuracy of land- 
mark sightings utilizing the scanning 
telescope of the optical subsystem on 
board the spacecraft and fhe accept- 
ability of the optics image from the 
spacecraft of lunar landmarks at orbital 
altitudes. 

Analysis of the Apollo 8 crew ability 
to observe details of the lunar surface 
in earthshine and the ability to track 
over the lunar surface will utilize 
ground In&work data defining the orbit 
and comparing it with the positions es- 
tablished from the Lunar Orbiter 
flights. 

Ability of t’he crew while in lunar 
orbit to perform consistently 0ccurate 
landmark tracking and orbital naviga- 
tion will be based on their comments, 
spacecraft maneuvering ,rates and sight- 
ing accuracy and repeatability of data 
for a particular landmark. 

Landmark tracking, commencing in 
the fifth orbit, began with the space- 
craft stabilized in the initial landmark 
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Boston-EG&G Roxbury is undergoing a reorganization that reflects what is 
likely to ,be a central problem of emerging black community business-the 
marketing confrontation. 

Although EG&G has a contract from General Electric’s Aircraft Engine Group 
at Lynn, Mass., for metal stampings, some other expected business did not 
materialize last year. This was true in :particular for a small business set-aside 
contract that could have run over a year’s time. 

As many subcontractors have learned, small business set-asides may be 
more a political ‘promise than production. EG&G Roxbury found that a com- 
petitor in this case was bidding a total price of less than the cost of material 
alone to EG&G. 

Other proffers of business from companies did not develop, but EG&G 
Roxbury believes the offers were sincere. It is retaining its Ibasic community- 
operated and ownership concept, but to meet the <problem, it is cutting back 
on overhead. Production employes charged to direct labor are being retained, 
and none of the trainees has been dropped. 

EG&G Roxbury will report to the parent company, EG&G Inc.. through E. 
Van Noorden Co., which EG&G acquired last year (AW&ST June 10, 1968, p. 
44). EG&G Roxbury is occupying facilities that had been used Iby Van Noorden, 
a metal fabricator in the commerciel field which was sought by EG&G, Inc., as 
a product line source for the Roxbury operation. 

Richard W. Richardson, who joined EG&G Roxbury after having been pro- 
duction manager for metal working at Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, 
Mass., has been named operations manager, succeeding Bertram M. Lee, who 
had been general manager. 

‘: tracking altitude, which was a pitch of 
‘*-5.0 deg. with respect to the local 
horizontal. This attitude was maintained 

‘,looally fixed until the spacecraft was 
’ about 46 sec. from the closest point of 
::approach to the landmark. 

The spacecraft was then given a 
~0.3 deg./set. pitch rate to keep the 

.Iandmark in the optics field of cover- 
age throughout the tracking period. 

~ Approximately 91 sec. after the space- 
-craft passed the closest point of ap- 
proach to the landmark, the pitch rate 

’ was terminated. 

Sighting Sequence , 

FoIloWing tracking of the landmark, 
the spacecraft ufas returned to the ini- 
tial landmark tracking attitude for a 
repeat of the Ilandmark sighting se- 
quence on a pseudo landing site hnd- 
mark. After completion of the sighting 
sequence on the pseudo landing site 
landmark, the spacecr.aft was rolled 180 
deg. to gain S-band high-gain communi- 
cations, and the resulting attitude was 
held inertially fixed. This attitude satis- 
fied the requirements’ for the inertial 
measurement unit realignment, which 
occurred approximately 10 min. later, 
after the spacecraft entered darkness. 

Realignment of the inertial measure- 
ment unit was performed on each lunar 

.orbit during periods of darkness. 
: . . Landmark tracking maneuvers per- 
furmed on succeeding orbits began 

-from the initial landmark tracking at- 
Ititude and utilized the sighting sequence 
of maintaining a constant -0.3 deg./ 
sec. pitch rate, commencing about 46 
sec. prior to the landmark and con- 

tinuing through approximately 91 sec. 
past the llandmark. This kept the land- 
mark in the optics field of coverage. 

During the ninth revolution, the 
spacecraft was placed into a lunar 
observation orientation, which included 
a pitch of -90 deg., with respect to 
the local horizontal, and a roll of 180 
deg., following loss of the network 
line of sight. 

The lunar observation orientation 
was held locally fixed until about 10 
min. after the spacecraft entered sun- 
light, when it was maneuvered to the 
attitude phumed during the transearth 
insertion burn. While in this attitude, a 
star check with the sextant of the 
optical subsystem of the onboard guid- 
ance and navigation was performed. 

At the beginning of the 10th revolu- 
tion, the spacecraft was returned to the 
locally fixed lunar observation attitude. 
Approximately 20 min. before the 
spacecraft entered darkness, the local 
attitude hold was terminated and the 
existing attitude was held inertially 
fixed. This attitude satisfied the require- 
ments for the inertial measurement unit 
realignment, which began as the space- 
craft emered darkness. 

About 7 min. before loss of the 
spaceflight ne$work line ‘of sight, the 
inertial hold attitude was terminated 
and the vehicle was maneuvered to the 
transearth insertion burn attitude. 
Measured from the local horizontal, this 
attitude included a pitch angle of - 11.0 
deg., yaw angle of -3.8 deg. and roll 
of 179.2 deg. 

Transearth insertion burn occurred 
at a ground elapsed time of 89 hr. 19 
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by lthe ~s&ice propulsion system 
3 mm. 23 sec., providing avelocity 
crease -of 3,522 fps. The boost 
velocity increased the spacecraft’s 
from 5,331 fps. to 8,853 fns. to i 
it into the planned transearth trajectory 

After completion of the service pro 
iulsion system thrusting to send & 
spacecraft back toward earth, the weigh 
of the Apollo 8 command and service 
module had dropped to 31,739 lb. 

Correction Maneuver 

Next midcourse correction maneuver 
controlled by the onboard guidance 
computer occurred on time at 104 hr. 
elapsed time, while the spacecraft was 
167,548 naut. mi. from the earth 
Thrusting was performed with the re- 
action control system for a burning 
time of 14 sec. 

Spacecraft attitude during the burn 
required orienting the spacecraft 90 deg. 
away from a radius vector extending 
from the center of the earth. The pur- 
pose of maintaining this attitude during 
the bum was to modify the trajectory 
so that the spacecraft would pass more 
nearly through the center of the entry 
corridor into the earth’s atmosphere 
more than 42 hr. later. 

Velooity change in the desired direr- 
tion was 5 fps. 

Following this midcourse correction, 
periodic update of the spacecraft’s state 
vector by the ground controllers and 
the Apollo 8 crew determined that a 
midcourse correction, planned for 122 
hr. elapsed time, was unnecessary. 
Further update of the state vector at 
140 hr. into the mission disclosed that 
a final midcourse correction, planned 
to occur 2 hr. prior to entry into the 
earth’s atmosphere, also was unneces- 
sary. 

‘You’ll be within 0.06 deg. of your 
entry angle target line,” ground con- 
trollers told the Apollo 8 crew while 
canceling the final midcourse correction. 

Precise Trajectory 

During the remainder of the flight, 
the onboard guidance and control sys 
tern steered the Apollo 8 spacecrafl 
along a precise trajectory from the poinl 
where the midcourse correction oc- 
curred at 104 hr. elapsed time through 
entry corridor, commencing at 400,000 
ft. altitude. 

For proper entry, the spacecraft had 
to be guided so that it entered the 
atmosphere at a -6.5 deg. angle, 
measured from the local’ horizontal, 
within -Cl deg. at a velocity of 36,220 
fps. During the entry phase of the mis- 
sion, the onboard guidance and naviga- 
tion control system was in full control 
of the spacecraft, monitoring bank 
angles to ensure that the flight path did 
not exceed the desired limits (AW&ST 

Jan. 6, p. 28). 
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